The impact of different grid resolutions of spatial input data on modelled river runoff are investigated using the simple rainfall-runoff model KIDS (Kielstau Discharge Simulations) in PCRaster modelling language for two watersheds -Kielstau and XitaoXi. In this study, the grid-based spatial data are aggregated to coarser resolutions to support the multi-resolution, multi-calibration and multi-site analysis for grid-scale investigations. Daily streamflow is simulated and model parameters are calibrated at each spatial resolution. The study suggests that re-calibration is critically needed when the grid resolution is changed. Altering grid sizes has an apparent impact on the parameter distribution patterns. Resolution uncertainty bands obtained by the overlapping hydrographs generated with different resolutions of input data are reported with a sufficient coverage of the observations for both basins. The analysis of model efficiency in terms of IC-ratio (a ratio between the input grid area and the catchment area) indicates that coarser resolutions with an IC-ratio of <0.001 may be used as an effective alternative for conducting preliminary analyses in streamflow simulation for the Kielstau basin. The modelling outputs are more sensitive to the spatial distribution of input data at the XitaoXi watershed, showing that accurate input data are required to achieve optimum modelling performance.
INTRODUCTION
Distributed hydrological models, as well as process-based models, deal with the interactions of their spatial patterns and processes on a variety of scales. Grid resolutions are often used in spatially explicit models to account for detailed watershed heterogeneity, such as spatial information on topography, soil and vegetation properties. The scale and resolution issues become more significant as physically based models are more widely used. In the first instance, the choice of an appropriate scale is considered to be aimed at attaining optimal model performance. ] is catchment area.
The IC-ratio range 0.05-0.1 is found to be the optimum performance range when considering the data and resource demands of distributed models.
A possible reason for this could be that highly resolved data often contain redundant information, therefore a higher data resolution does not always produce a better modelling result. Furthermore, the benefit of increased data resolution strongly depends on the applied model philosophies and catchment specific characteristics. Beven () described the problem of scaling as the difficulty of applying a hydrological model to a particular catchment with its own unique characteristics. Bormann et al. () investigated model sensitivity to data aggregation using different catchment models. They concluded that aggregation effects are partly model and case study dependent.
The results showed that high quality of input data is more important than high spatial resolution of data for the calculation of regional water balances. With regard to the quality of input data, it is a highly subjective terminology as it should be appropriate to the resolution of model disaggregation and the scales of hydrological significance patterns such as topography, forcing data spatial discretization, etc.
Additional challenges arising from the scaling issues in hydrological modelling are the induced predictive uncer- 
DATA, MODEL AND METHODS
The study sites
We consider two catchments in this study including the Kielstau basin in Germany and the XitaoXi basin in China.
These two basins are the subject catchments of a Sino
German integrated geohydrological study.
Kielstau is a lowland watershed in Northern Germany, with a drainage area of 51.5 km 2 (see Figure 1( a) 
KIDS model description
The KIDS model ( In the framework of the KIDS model, runoff is calculated on each grid cell based on the water balance equation (see Equation (1)), taking into account interception, precipitation, evapotranspiration, and the flows to other compartments. We use 'mm' as the unit of measurement for all the water amount expressions included in equations of this paper, and calculate with a daily time step. The model is a simplified approximation of complex water cycles, with detailed calculation steps stated below:
where S is the soil water content, t is the modelling time step 
where Im is the maximum interception amount of vegetation cover.
where Qo represents the surface runoff, K c is the infiltration parameter, and S fk is the wetness at field capacity.
The whole river basin is set up with one lump soil layer in the basic structure. The current soil map can be subparameterized or more soil layers can be added if required.
Sub-surface flow is modelled as 1D bucket flow with a lateral flow rate parameter 'K s ' as Equation (5) shows. The value of parameter 'K s ' is set equal to zero in the basic model for both basins; however, it can be adjusted above zero for further modifications.
where Qs is subsurface flow, and K s is lateral flow rate.
The groundwater layer is represented as linear storage.
Combining Equations (6), (7) and (8) yields the daily groundwater dynamics.
where G is groundwater storage, Ig is the inflow to groundwater aquifer, Qg is the groundwater discharge to runoff, ρ is the water seepage rate from soil to groundwater and K g is the groundwater outflow rate.
Runoff is then composed of three parts: surface runoff, XitaoXi -basic KIDS model with groundwater outflow threshold (Equation (11)), subsurface flow and land usecoefficient adjusted ET distribution.
where D is the drained water volume, K d is drainage factor, S is available soil water storage, L d is the lateral inflow volume (lateral seepage from irrigation canals and drainage channels).
where W is wetland water storage, Iw is the incoming water volume influenced by precipitation, interception and soil moisture, Ew is the water loss from wetland, mainly evapotranspiration, and Qw is the wetland water seepage contributing to runoff.
where Gm is the maximum daily groundwater outflow or groundwater outflow threshold.
Owing to the general nature and flexible structure of the KIDS model, its application to any study area requires certain parameters to be identified for the particular basin. In the current model version, six main parameters need to be determined by calibration using daily discharge observations. Table 1 Figure 2 shows an example of the data aggregation process with the basic spatial data of DEM over the Kielstau watershed at six different grid sizes.
Other spatial data or system required map data are converted into coarser resolutions using the same process. . . The first measure is referred as the R factor, the ratio of the average distance of the simulation intervals from different grid sizes and the standard deviation of the measured data, as Equation (15) shows. The other is the P factor, the percentage of measured data bracketed by the simulation uncertainty bounds (Equation (16)). The ideal situation is to have an R factor value close to zero, while at the same time to cover all the observation data within the simulation uncertainty bounds (P factor ¼ 100%). The values of the P factor and R factor reflect the uncertainty of varying grid sizes after taking into account the discharge observations.
where S max and S min denote the maximum and minimal values for each simulated variables, n is the time steps of the selected flow period and stdev is standard deviation of the observed flows within the selected period.
where m is the number of model time steps counted when the observed river discharge value is within the modelled simulation uncertainty bounds and n is the time steps of the selected flow period. in XitaoXi, as the aggregation of input data causes important information losses for the runoff modelling.
Furthermore, Figure 5 illustrates that the outcomes of two other statistics RMSE and r 2 for the calibrated models also show similar patterns as the NS values in Figure 4 .
The evaluation analysis using three criteria reveals an accep- 
Parameter sensitivity
In this section we examine the change of parameter distribution patterns with different grid sizes using the random sampling techniques. It is automated model calibration with variation of random combinations of parameters rather than each parameter individually to perform the parameter sensitivity analysis. As the results show that some parameters (such as Im, the maximum interception) have low sensitivity to varying input data resolution, we construct the probability distributions only for effective parameters.
These are presented for the parameters including, S fk [mm] the wetness at field capacity, ρ [-] water seepage parameter from soil to groundwater, K g [-] groundwater outflow rate, catchment (Figure 7) . Moreover, the result of models at four different resolution levels of 1× , 2× , 4× and 12× are selected in the plots for a better view of comparison. It suggests the models of K50, K100, K200, K600 for Kielstau, and X200, X400, X800, X2400 for XitaoXi. We designate a series of standard abbreviations for the modelling results using different resolution data in the two basins -'K' is Kielstau, 'X' is XitaoXi, then followed by a number representing the grid cell size (50 means 50 × 50 m 2 resolution).
As illustrations for the Kielstau basin in Figure 6 , the distribution patterns are qualitatively similar for parameter S fk , but with increasing peak values as the grid cells aggregate.
As we can see from Figure 6 (a), the peak value is around 240 for the K50 curve, which then increases to 480 for K600. Second, most of the distribution curves for models with finer resolution data (e.g. K50 model) are narrower and peakier than other models with coarser data input.
This feature is especially apparent for parameter ρ: the lines become more flat as the grid size increases, which results in higher equifinality of parameter estimation.
It indicates that the optimal parameter values become less identifiable with upscaling resolutions, which will also introduce increasing parameter estimation uncertainty. Finally, while the model K50 derived parameter distribution curves are usually single well-defined mode (the desired result), coarser data derived curves become more multi-modal, such as the K600 curve for parameter K g and K d . However, differences between the curves for these two parameters are relatively small. For example, the dotted lines of K100 and K200 are very close to each other. It suggests that the parameters K g and K d are not so sensitive to input data resolution as the other parameters such as S fk and ρ.
Similar conclusions are also applicable to the XitaoXi basin, as observed in Figure 7 . Concerning the limited influence of groundwater layer in the modelled area of the XitaoXi basin, the parameter K g reveals low sensitivity to resolution and therefore is not included in this plot. It is noticeable that, with respect to the parameter Sc, not only the peak values of derived functions deviate from the optimal value of model X200, but also the curves become more smooth and flat with increasing grid cell sizes. The distribution functions of parameter ρ in the XitaoXi models show less resolution dependency compared to those of the same parameter in Kielstau. This is consistent with the observations in the Kielstau area that high groundwater activities can affect the sensitivity of soil groundwater parameter ρ.
The distribution patterns of the parameters K c and K s are unstable and their curves (e.g. the X400 X800 curves of parameter K s ) deviate much further away from that of model X200. The distinct differences among the distribution patterns obtained from various resolution levels show the parameters of XitaoXi are not so well identifiable as those of Kielstau, and exhibit more resolution dependency or sensitivity for the effective parameter in XitaoXi models.
Discharge simulation results and derived resolution uncertainty
The initial input data and the generated experimental data 
Comparison of modelling efficiency in terms of IC-ratio
To compare modelling components or simulation results in different catchments is not an easy task (Beven ) . It is difficult to find suitable indices for testing against forcing data resolutions and scale issues. The IC-ratio is proved to be a useful index for investigating the effects of input data resolution on discharge (Shrestha et al. ) . All the tested spatial resolution levels for both basins in this study are expressed as the decimal IC-ratio (0 < IC-ratio 1), where a lower value corresponds to a finer resolution of input for a given catchment. Concise information on the changes in the model performance in response to the altered resolution of forcing data using the IC-ratio index is represented in Figure 11 here to give an idea of the probably changed cost. Although the comprehensive cost is hard to be quantified, the optimum performance range can be appreciated from the curves in Figure 11 , bearing in mind that there are huge data handling requirements and considerable model setup costs involved when selecting a higher resolution. 
